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ANESTHESIA

CORE TOPICS IN AIRWAY
MANAGEMENT
Third edition

Edited by Tim Cook
Royal United Hospital, Bath, UK

and Michael Seltz Kristensen
University Hospital of Copenhagen, Denmark

November 2020
246 x 189 mm c.375pp
978-1-108-41953-6 Hardback
£69.99 / US$89.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Contains just what the clinically
working health care worker
needs to know to practice safe
and efficient airway management
• Part of the successful Core Topics
brand, this third edition has a
wide appeal
• Fully revised and updated
to account for changes in
knowledge, equipment,
guidelines and best practice
including a chapter on the
principles of airway management
in respiratory epidemics

Management of the airway is an important and challenging aspect of many
clinicians’ work and is a source of complications and litigation. The new
edition of this popular book remains a clear, practical and highly-illustrated
guide to all necessary aspects of airway management. The book has been
updated throughout, to cover all changes to best practice and clinical
management and provides extensive coverage of the key skills and knowledge
required to manage airways in a wide variety of patients and clinical settings.
The best of the previous editions has been preserved, whilst new chapters
on videolaryngoscopy, awake tracheal intubation, lung separation, airway
ultrasonography, airway management in an epidemic and many more have
been added. This is an essential text for anyone who manages the airway
including trainees and specialists in anaesthesia, emergency medicine,
intensive care medicine, prehospital medicine as well as nurses and other
healthcare professionals.

CONTENTS
Preface; Section 1. Airway Management: Background and Techniques: 1. Anatomy; 2. Physiology of
Apnoea, Hypoxia and Airway Reflexes; 3. The Epidemiology of Airway Management Complications; 4.
Structured Planning of Airway Management; 5. Pre-anaesthetic Airway Assessment; 6. Pre-anaesthetic
Airway Endoscopy, Real and Virtual; 7. Ultrasonography for Airway Management; 8. Oxygenation: Before,
During and After Airway Management; 9. Awake Tracheal Intubation; 10. Drugs for Airway Management;
11. How to Avoid Morbidity from Aspiration of Gastric Content to the Lungs; 12. Face Mask Ventilation; 13.
Supraglottic Airways; 14. Tracheal Intubation: Direct Laryngoscopy; 15. Tracheal Tube Introducers (Bougies),
Stylets and Airway Exchange Catheters; 16. Tracheal Intubation Using the Flexible Optical Bronchoscope;
17. Videolaryngoscopy; 18. Expiratory Ventilation Assistance and Ventilation through Narrow Tubes; 19.
Multimodal Techniques for Airway Management; 20. Front of Neck Airway (FONA); 21. Extubation; Section
2. Airway Management: Clinical Settings and Subspecialties: 22. The Airway in Obstetrics; 23. The Paediatric
Airway; 24. Airway Management in Obesity; 25. Maxillofacial and Dental Surgery; 26. Ear, Nose and Throat
Surgery: Airway Management; 27. Lung Separation; 28. Airway Management in the Critically Ill; 29. The
Patient with a Tracheostomy; 30. Pre-hospital and Trauma Airway Management; 31. Airway Management
during CPR; 32. The Bloody and Bleeding Airway; 33. The Airway in Anaesthesia for Transoral Robotic
Surgery; Section 3. Airway Management: Organisation: 34. Departmental and Hospital Organisation; 35.
Training in Airway Management; 36. Human Factors in Airway Management; 37. Decontamination of
Airway Equipment; 38. Airway Management in a Respiratory Epidemic or Pandemic; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: Specialist Medical Trainees, medical
specialists/consultants

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE

COLOR ATLAS OF EMERGENCY TRAUMA
Third edition

Edited by Demetrios Demetriades
University of Southern California, Los Angeles

Carl R. Chudnofsky
University of Southern California, Los Angeles

and Elizabeth R. Benjamin
University of Southern California, Los Angeles

February 2021
276 x 203 mm c.368pp
978-1-108-48934-8 Hardback
£230.00 / US$300.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• In this new edition, more than 300
new images have been added and
every chapter has been revised and
updated, giving readers an up-todate view of emergency trauma
• New chapters on pediatric
trauma, geriatric trauma, trauma
in pregnancy and procedure
techniques ensure readers gain
the comprehensive knowledge
and practical skills for performing
life-saving procedures in all trauma
victims

The third edition of the Color Atlas of Emergency Trauma brings the reader
to the bedside of patients with traumatic injuries, at one of the largest and
busiest trauma centers in North America. It includes over 1200 images,
designed as a comprehensive visual and reference guide to emergency trauma
care. Organized by major body regions, this atlas explores the full spectrum
of common and uncommon traumatic injuries, including those caused by
firearms, stab wounds, blunt trauma, crush injury, and burns. It also covers
special patient groups, such as pregnant, pediatric and geriatric populations.
Each chapter is augmented with patient images at presentation, radiographic,
intraoperative and autopsy images, and color illustrations and photographs
showing key anatomy from the cadaver laboratory. With common pitfalls
discussed and invaluable tips from a multidisciplinary group of experienced
trauma care providers, this book is a useful and practical resource for all those
involved in trauma care.

CONTENTS
Part I. Injuries: 1. Head injury; 2. Facial injury; 3. Neck injury; 4. Thoracic injury; 5. Abdominal trauma; 6.
Musculoskeletal injury; 7. Spinal injuries; 8. Burn injuries; 9. Soft tissue injuries; 10. Extremity compartment
syndrome; 11.Disaster medicine; 12. Trauma in pregnancy; 13. Pediatric trauma; 14. Geriatric trauma; 15.
Disaster medicine; Part II. Procedures: 16. Central venous access; 17. Intraosseous access techniques;
18. Cricothyroidotomy; 19. Thoracostomy tube insertion; 20. Emergency room resuscitative thoracotomy;
21. Resuscitative endovascular occlusion of the aorta REBOA; 22. Diagnostic peritoneal aspiration; 23.
Tourniquet application for extremity bleeding control; 24. Splinting; 25. Ultrasound in trauma.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants

• Draws on the personal experience
of a multidisciplinary group
of experienced trauma care
providers, providing invaluable
recommendations and advice

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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INFECTIOUS DISEASE

UNDERSTANDING CORONAVIRUS
Raul Rabadan
Columbia University, New York

July 2020
178 x 127 mm c.120pp
978-1-108-82671-6 Paperback
£9.99 / US$11.99

Since the identification of the first cases of the coronavirus in December
2019 in Wuhan, China, there has been a significant amount of confusion
regarding the origin and spread of the so-called ‘coronavirus’, officially named
SARS-CoV-2, and the cause of the disease COVID-19. Conflicting messages
from the media and officials across different countries and organizations,
the abundance of disparate sources of information, unfounded conspiracy
theories on the origins of the newly emerging virus and the inconsistent
public health measures across different countries, have all served to increase
the level of anxiety in the population. Where did the virus come from? How is
it transmitted? How does it cause disease? Is it like flu? What is a pandemic?
What can we do to stop its spread? Written by a leading expert, this concise
and accessible introduction provides answers to the most common questions
surrounding coronavirus for a general audience.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides a thoughtful and balanced introduction to the
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 and the disease COVID-19
• Discusses the first cases, the clinical characteristics and
the inconsistent public health measures adopted across
different countries and regions and their impact
• Includes coverage of testing, the immune response
to the virus and the latest advances in therapy
development

Preface; 1. Introduction; 2. How is the coronavirus spreading?; 3. What is a
coronavirus; 4. How is the coronavirus changing?; 5. How did the COVID-19
outbreak start and evolve?; 6. How does the COVID-19 outbreak compare to the
SARS outbreak in 2002–2003?; 7. How does the COVID-19 outbreak compare to
seasonal and pandemic influenza?; 8. Are there therapeutic options?; Epilogue;
Summary of common misunderstandings; Suggested further reading.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers, graduate students
Series: Understanding Life

• Provides a comparison of the 2019 coronavirus
pandemic with the 2003 SARS outbreak, as well as flu
pandemics, including the 1918 Spanish flu and 2009
H1N1
• Discusses what data is available, what it means and
what can be learnt from it
• A donation from proceeds of the sale of this title will be
made to the WHO COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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MENTAL HEALTH

MOOD DISORDERS
Brain Imaging and Therapeutic Implications

Sudhakar Selvaraj
UTHealth School of Medicine, USA

Paolo Brambilla
Università degli Studi di Milano

Jair Soares
UT Harris County Psychiatric Center, USA

December 2020
253 x 177 mm c.272pp
978-1-108-42712-8 Hardback
£44.99 / US$59.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Much needed comprehensive
textbook on a rapidly growing
and important new area of
investigation in neuropsychiatry
• Featuring a broad array of topics
and providing a single source of
comprehensive information on
imaging in mood disorders
• Leading experts in mood disorders
present the most authoritative
research and clinical evidence
base and reliable data based on a
variety of research experiences

Mood disorders such as depression and bipolar disorder are common mental
illnesses, affecting millions of patients worldwide. The application of newly
available brain imaging methods to the study of mood disorders holds
substantial promise in uncovering the brain mechanisms affected in these
illnesses. This comprehensive and authoritative text features contributions
from leading international experts, providing easily accessible information
on the study of the brain mechanisms involved in the causation of mood
disorders and the available treatments. Topics covered include the potential
of magnetoencephalography (MEG), neuroimaging brain inflammation in
depression, electrophysiology studies in mood disorders, and the applications
of machine learning, filling an important gap in available neuropsychiatric
literature and highlighting new developments. An invaluable resource for
practitioners in the fields of psychiatry, neurology, primary care medicine, and
related mental health professions, as well as researchers, students, graduate
and post-graduate trainees.

CONTENTS
Preface; Part I. General: 1. Brain imaging methods in mood disorders; Part II. Anatomical Studies: 2.
Neuroanatomical findings in unipolar depression and the role of the hippocampus; 3. Neuroanatomical
findings in bipolar disorder; 4. Neuroimaging biomarkers in pediatric mood disorders; Part III. Functional
and Neurochemical Brain Studies: 5. Brain imaging of reward dysfunction in unipolar and bipolar
disorders; 6. Resting state functional connectivity in unipolar depression; 7. Functional connectome in
bipolar disorder; 8. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy investigations of bioenergy and mitochondrial
function in mood disorders; 9. Imaging glutamatergic and GABAergic abnormalities in mood disorders; 10.
Neuroimaging brain inflammation in mood disorders; Part IV. Novel Approaches in Brain Imaging:
11. Imaging genetic and epigenetic markers in mood disorders; 12. FMRI neurofeedback as treatment for
depression; 13. Functional near-infrared spectroscopy studies in mood disorders; 14. Electrophysiological
biomarkers for mood disorders; 15. Magnetoencephalograhy (MEG) studies in mood disorders; 16. An
overview of machine learning applications in mood disorders; Part V. Therapeutic Applications of
Neuroimaging in Mood Disorders: 17. Effects of lithium on brain structure in bipolar disorder; 18.
Molecular imaging of dopamine and antipsychotics in bipolar disorder; 19. Neuroimaging studies of effects
of psychotherapy in depression; 20. Imaging the effects of psychotherapy in mood disorders.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees, professionals

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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MENTAL HEALTH

THE HANDBOOK OF WELLNESS
MEDICINE
Edited by Waguih William IsHak
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and David Geffen School of Medicine, University of California Los Angeles
(UCLA)

August 2020
234 x 156 mm 652pp
978-1-108-72205-6 Paperback
£49.99 / US$64.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Presents wellness medicine
as an all-encompassing range
of physical, pharmaceutical,
nutraceutical, psychosocial, and
spiritual solutions for healing.
Gives the clinician the opportunity
to utilize and integrate the full
range of interventions to improve
wellness
• Utilizes evidence-based medicine
as well as a best-practice
approach to medicine, drawn from
the scientific literature
• Organized in a practical and
accessible way to aid busy
clinicians who are looking to
apply personalized wellness
interventions

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Wellness medicine is the field that focuses on improving overall functioning,
quality of life, and wellbeing, beyond symptom management of medical
illness, leading to restoration and maintenance of health. The Handbook of
Wellness Medicine provides a practical guide to the latest in evidence-based
medicine, as well as best practice, to assist healthcare professionals in utilizing
the full range of interventions to improve wellness and help patients complete
their journeys to full health. The volume is organized into five parts: Part I
introduces the concept of wellness by detailing the definitions and assessment/
measurement methods, and formulating wellness plans. Part II describes
wellness plans in major illnesses, categorized by organ system/disorder. Part III
covers the methods to improve wellness in special populations. Part IV details
each wellness intervention, including the scientific evidence behind it and
its practical application. Part V focuses on integrating and personalizing the
interventions into one’s life to maintain wellness.

CONTENTS
Part I. Approach to Wellness: 1. Defining wellness; 2. Screening and assessment methods; 3. The
biopsychosocial assessment; 4. Wellness measurement; 5. The wellness treatment plan; Part II. From
Illness to Wellness by Organ Systems/Disorders: 6. The concept of wellness in psychiatric and
substance use disorders; 7. Neurological and neurosurgical disorders and wellness; 8. Cardiovascular and
pulmonary wellness; 9. Gastrointestinal system and wellness; 10. Wellness and the genito-urinary system;
11. Reproductive system, pregnancy, and post-partum wellness; 12. Allergic, infectious, immunological
system; 13. Wellness in endocrinal and metabolic disorders; Part III. Special Populations and Special
Topics: 14. Wellness in patients living with chronic medical conditions; 15. Wellness in older individuals;
16. Child and adolescent wellness; 17. Wellness in pain disorders; 18. Wellness in cancer and neoplastic
diseases; 19. Wellness in terminal illness; 20. Wellness interventions in the workplace; 21. Wellness
interventions for physicians and health care professionals; Part IV: Wellness Interventions: 22. Nutrition;
23: Nutraceuticals and wellness; 24. Pharmaceuticals and alternatives for wellness; 25. Exercise, dance,
tai-chi, Pilates, and Alexander technique; 26. Sleep, rest, and relaxation; 27. Sex, intimacy, and wellbeing; 28.
Mindfulness, meditation and yoga; 29. Gratitude, forgiveness, and spirituality; 30. Positive neuropsychology,
cognitive rehabilitation, and neuroenhancement; 31. Acupuncture, herbs, and Ayurvedic medicine; 32. The
role of aesthetics in wellness; 33. Massage, humor, and music; 34. Nature, and pets; 35. Circadian rhythm
in the digital age; 36. The arts in health settings: inspirational, educational and therapeutic approaches to
wellness; 37. Engaging the five senses: taste, smell, see, listen, and touch; 38. Emotional intelligence and its
role in sustaining fulfillment in life; 39. Psychotherapy and positive psychology; 40. Resilience and wellness;
41. Developing purpose, meaning, and achievements; 42. Healing and wellness; 43. Connection, compassion
and community; 44. Wellness interventions for chronicity and disability; Part V. Wellness through
Optimization of Work, Love, and Play: 45. Work, love, and play and the joy of living (Joie de Vivre);
46. Work and life balance; 47. Family relations, friendships, and love; 48. The role of leisure, recreation and
play in health and well-being; 49. Wellness and whole person care; 50. The personalized wellness life plan;
Appendix I. Wellness measures; Appendix II. Wellness apps and devices.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees, professionals, primary care physicians/GPs
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MENTAL HEALTH

CLINICAL TOPICS IN OLD AGE
PSYCHIATRY
Edited by Julian Hughes
Policy, Ethics and Life Sciences (PEALS) Research Centre, Newcastle University; The Collaborating Centre for
Values-Based Practice in Health and Social Care, St. Catherine’s College, Oxford

and Philippa Lilford
Severn Deanery, University of Bristol

September 2020
234 x 156 mm c.354pp
978-1-108-70614-8 Paperback
£39.99 / US$49.99

This book updates articles previously published in BJPsych Advances to
compile a current review of noteworthy subjects in old age psychiatry. It
opens with epidemiology, then offers information and advice about a variety
of disorders, including rare and unusual dementias. It considers assessment,
from cognitive testing and the use of neuroimaging, to newer issues around
biomarkers. Turning to treatment and management, the book provides
readers with up-to-date evidence-based guidance on common situations
that clinicians face, from home assessments to giving advice about driving. It
refreshingly discusses self-management and the notion of recovery; it reviews
the literature on psychosocial interventions and palliative care; and it tackles
delirium and depression. The final chapters explore related legal, ethical, and
philosophical issues. Written for old age psychiatrists and trainees, but also
relevant to other health and social care workers, this text shows the excitement
of old age psychiatry – its importance, breadth, and depth.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL

Preface; Acknowledgement; Editors’ note; Abbreviations; Introductory comments by; Part I.
Epidemiology and Types of Disorders: 1. Epidemiology and mental health in old age; 2. Vascular
dementia; 3. Young-onset dementias; 4. Rare and unusual dementias; 5. Mania in late life; 6. Alcohol
misuse in older people; 7. Drug misuse in older people: old problems and new challenges; 8. Mental
health in Parkinson’s disease; Part II. Assessment and Investigations: 9. The home assessment
in old age psychiatry: a practical guide; 10. Driving in dementia: a clinician’s guide; 11. Mini-mental
state examination for the detection and prediction of dementia in people with and without mild
cognitive impairment; 12. Biomarkers and the diagnosis of preclinical Alzheimer’s disease; 13. To scan
or not to scan: neuroimaging in mild cognitive impairment and dementia; Part III. Approaches to
Management: 14. Supporting self-management in early Dementia: a contribution towards ‘living
well’?; 15. What can person-centred care in dementia learn from the recovery movement?; 16.
Psychosocial interventions in dementia; 17. Palliative care in dementia: issues and evidence; 18. Review
of treatment for late-life depression; 19. Reducing the healthcare burden of delirium: the challenge
of developing more cognitive-friendly services; 20. Controlling the confusion: using barrier analysis in
the care home sector; Part IV. Law, Ethics, and Philosophy: 21. Mental health laws from all UK
jurisdictions; 22. Deprivation of liberty: where are we now?; 23. Residence capacity: its nature and
assessment; 24. Understanding the person with dementia: a clinico-philosophical case discussion;
Concluding reflections; Index.

• Provides up-to-date evidence-based
information, acting as an invaluable
source for continuing professional
development
• Contains chapters from a
multidisciplinary group of contributors
on emerging issues, from the scientific
to the socio-ethical to the legal,
introducing practitioners to new ideas
• Sheds light on topics that are everyday
matters but are less frequently
discussed in the literature, reminding
clinicians of topics with which they are
familiar but about which it is prudent
to be reflective and informed in their
thinking
• Updates classic articles, previously
published in BJPsych Advances

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees, medical students
Series: Clinical Topics in
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MENTAL HEALTH

CLUB DRUGS AND NOVEL
PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
The Clinician’s Handbook

Owen Bowden-Jones
Central North West London NHS Foundation Trust

and Dima Abdulrahim
Central North West London NHS Foundation Trust

October 2020
186 x 123 mm c.150pp
978-1-911623-09-0 Paperback
£24.99 / US$32.99

Over the last decade many hundreds of new psychoactive drugs have emerged
onto illicit markets. This flood of new drugs has led to clinicians being unsure
of the rapidly emerging changing evidence base and uncertain of the best
approaches to assessment and clinical management. This book provides a
concise, accessible summary of these emerging drugs. By categorizing the
hundreds of new drugs by their predominant psychoactive effect – sedative,
stimulant and hallucinogenic – the book helps clinicians to manage a drug
they are unfamiliar with by using their experience of other drugs with similar
psychoactive properties. Written for clinicians from across the frontline, from
A&E staff to drug treatment professionals, the authors draw on numerous
clinical examples from their own clinical experiences to illustrate aspects of
assessment and management. Club drugs and novel psychoactive substances
will continue to challenge clinicians and this handbook provides readers with
an invaluable introduction to this complex area.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL

Part I: 1. Introduction 2. What are NPS and Club Drugs and why are they important; 3.
A brief history of NPS production and distribution; 4. Drugs classification framework for
Club Drugs and NPS; 5. Clinical challenge of Club Drugs and NPS; Part II. Stimulant
Drugs; 6. Stimulant drugs: introduction; 7. Stimulant drugs: cocaine; 8. Stimulant drugs:
amphetamine-type; 9. Stimulant drugs: methamphetamine; 10. Stimulant drugs: MDMA; 11.
Stimulant drugs: synthetic cathinones; Part III. Depressant Drugs; 12. Depressant drugs:
introduction; 13. Depressant drugs: GHB/GBL; 14. Depressant drugs: Fentanyl, Fentanyl
analogues and other opioid NPS; 15. Depressant drugs: Benzodiazepine NPS; 16. Depressant
drugs: Ketamine and its anaologues; Part IV. Synthetic Cannabinoid Receptor Agonsits; 17.
Synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonists (SCRAs); Part V. Hallucinogens; 18. Hallucinogens;
Part VI. Concluding Remarks and References; 19. Concluding Remarks; 20. References.

• Categorizes the hundreds of new drugs
according to their psychoactive effect
– sedative, stimulant and hallucinogenic –
allowing clinicians to orientate themselves
to the huge number of newly emerging
drugs by firstly identifying the predominant
psychoactive effect and then using their
experience of other drugs with similar effects
to decide on the best treatment approach
• Uses clinical examples from the authors’
own practice, demonstrating the types of
challenges clinicians may experience in their
practices

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781911623090
Seven e-learning modules covering the same areas and format of the book can be accessed
with a free log-in via: http://neptune-clinical-guidance.co.uk/e-learning/
A mobile-learning application is also freely available.

• Offers a clear division between acute harms
and harms from persistent use, ensuring that
clinicians from across the frontline, from A&E
staff to those working in drug treatment, will
find the book accessible

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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MENTAL HEALTH

THE BODY IMAGE BOOK FOR GIRLS
Love Yourself and Grow Up Fearless

Charlotte Markey
Rutgers University, New Jersey

September 2020
276 x 178 mm c.180pp
978-1-108-71877-6 Paperback
£9.99 / US$14.95

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides accurate, evidence-based
information about body image,
healthy eating habits, mental
health and self-care for tweenand teen-aged girls
• Helps girls to understand and
appreciate their bodies as they
become women, and navigate
their way through the inaccurate
and unrealistic beauty ideals
portrayed in the media

It is worrying to think that most girls feel dissatisfied with their bodies, and
that this can lead to serious problems including depression and eating
disorders. Can some of those body image worries be eased? Body image
expert and psychology professor Dr Charlotte Markey helps girls aged 9-15 to
understand, accept, and appreciate their bodies. She provides all the facts on
puberty, mental health, self-care, why diets are bad news, dealing with social
media, and everything in-between. Girls will find answers to questions they
always wanted to ask, the truth behind many body image myths, and real-life
stories from girls who share their own experiences. Through this easy-toread and beautifully illustrated guide, Dr Markey teaches girls how to nurture
both mental and physical heath to improve their own body image, shows the
positive impact they can have on others, and enables them to go out into the
world feeling fearless!

CONTENTS
1. What is body image?; 2. Your changing body; 3. Love your body; 4. Your image; 5. Nourish your body; 6.
Smart girls don’t diet; 7. Keep food fun; 8. Make your body work for you; 9. Self-care; 10. Be the change.

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781108718776
Author’s companion website: www.BodyImageBookforGirls.com

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers

• Encourages ways to take care
of mental and physical heath to
improve body image and overall
wellbeing, and also shows girls
the part they can play in helping
others to develop a positive body
image

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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MENTAL HEALTH

THE ART OF CHILD AND ADOLESCENT
PSYCHIATRY
Jonathan Williams
Barnet CAMHS

and Peter Hill
St George’s Hospital Medical School, University of London

February 2021
246 x 189 mm c.748pp
978-1-108-72056-4 Paperback
c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Organised by task, not diagnosis,
making the book practical and
accessible for everyday use, whilst
discussing solving real-world
challenges
• Engaging prose with witty and
relevant cartoons appeals to
readers

The Art of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry is an engaging and authoritative
account of the essential skills required to practice child and adolescent
psychiatry for all those working in children’s mental health, from trainees
to experienced professionals in paediatrics, psychiatry, psychology, and
psychotherapy. The practical tasks of meeting the child and family, planning
treatments, and working with colleagues are all covered, building on existing
texts that mainly focus on diagnostic criteria, protocols, and laws. This
book respects the evidence base, while also pointing out its limitations, and
suggests ways in which to deal with these. Psychiatry is placed within broader
frameworks including strategy, learning, management, philosophy, ethics, and
interpersonal relations. With over 200 educational vignettes of the authors’
vast experience in the field, the book is also highly illustrated. The Art of Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry is an indispensable guide to thoughtful practice in
children’s mental health.

CONTENTS
List of figures; List of tables; Picture credits; Acknowledgements; Volume 1. Assessment: A. The child; B.
Interviewing; C. The family; D. Friction; E. Formulating; F. Explaining; G. This shouldn’t happen!; Volume
2. Treatment: H. Orchestrating treatments; I. Specific treatments; J. Prescribing; K. Quality; L. Situations;
M. You; N. Thinking; O. Ethics; Volume 3. Systems: P. The staff; Q. The organisation; R. Dysfunction; S.
Quantity; T. Networks; U. Learning systems; V. Broader topics; Appendices: A. Base rates; B. Formal Bayes; C.
Suggested reading; Index; References; Endnotes.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

• An extensive index and crossreferencing system ensures
readers can find what they need
easily, and over 1,800 references
provide a useful guide for further
reading
• Over 200 vignettes from the
authors’ vast experience allow
readers an insight into working in
a multidisciplinary network

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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MENTAL HEALTH

SOCIAL FACTORS IN THE PERSONALITY
DISORDERS
Finding a Niche
Second edition

Joel Paris
McGill University, Montréal

August 2020
186 x 123 mm 126pp
978-1-108-81163-7 Paperback
£19.99 / US$24.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Summarizes recent research in a
neglected but clinically important
area
• Covers new systems of
classification for personality
disorders

Studies reveal that nearly 10% of the adult population meet criteria for an
official diagnosis of personality disorder. Personality disorders have been
shown to be strongly influenced by biological and psychological factors,
however, less attention has been paid to the social context of these disorders.
Synthesizing over 25 years of research since the first edition, this book
explores how certain social forces can amplify heritable traits into disorders.
It considers these interactions in the framework of a broad biopsychosocial
model. Chapters cover clinically important categories, including borderline,
narcissistic, and antisocial personality, as well as topics such as modernity,
exploring how rapid social change is acting as a major risk factor for these
disorders. Concise, balanced, and evidence-based throughout, this important
book offers a unique perspective and shows how this can inform treatment
decisions for all mental health professionals. It will also be of interest to
researchers in the social sciences.

CONTENTS
Part I. General Principles: 1. Personality disorders: The history of an idea; 2. Personality traits and
personality disorders; Part II. Social Mechanisms: 3. Social content and personality; 4. Modernity and
personality disorder; Part III. Speciﬁc Patterns of Disorder: 5. The borderline pattern; 6. The problem of
narcissism; 7. Antisocial personality disorder; 8. Other personality disorders; Part IV. Models and Clinical
Applications: 9. A biopsychosocial model of personality disorder; 10. Finding a niche.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants, medical interns

• Draws links between psychiatry,
the social sciences, and history,
offering clinicians a broad
understanding and useful model
for treatment
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MENTAL HEALTH
September 2020
234 x 156 mm c.350pp
978-1-911623-68-7
Print/online bundle
c. £49.99 / c. US$65.99

RIX’S EXPERT PSYCHIATRIC EVIDENCE
Second edition

Keith Rix
Laurence Mynors-Wallis
Ciaran Craven
Rix’s Expert Psychiatric Evidence is a resource manual and guide for
psychiatrists who provide expert testimony. It covers the entire expert
psychiatric witness journey, from training and negotiation of instructions,
through medicolegal assessment, report preparation, experts’ meetings
and joint statements, and conferences with counsel, to giving evidence
in court along with advice on keeping up to date. Introductory chapters
include essential information on the law of expert evidence and the different
procedures in the criminal, civil, family and coroners’ courts. It now includes
in depth information on all eight jurisdictions of the British Isles. It is richly
illustrated with reported and unreported cases including many important
ones from the previous ten years, particularly relating to vulnerable witnesses
and defendants. The book is supplemented by a library of online letters, forms,
a new format report template and other documents which can be downloaded
and adapted by readers for their own use.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• All relevant case law, statute law,
procedure, rules and guidance
are together in a single volume,
meaning readers won’t need
to look elsewhere for further
information
• Packed with practical guidance,
readers will quickly be able
to write reports that have
maximum impact in assisting the
administration of justice
• Addresses the interface between
psychiatry and the law
• Will be of value to both the
experienced and the novice
witness

CONTENTS
1. The expert medical witness; 2. Courts, laws and procedures; 3. Training, development and the
maintenance of expertise; 4. Business matters; 5. The medicolegal consultation; 6. The report, amendments,
answers to questions, experts’ meetings and conferences; 7. Reports for criminal proceedings and in
prison cases; 8. Personal injury cases; 9. Reports for family proceedings relating to children; 10. Reports
in cases involving capacity; 11. Reports for the First-Tier Tribunal (Health, Education and Social Care
Chamber) Mental Health; 12. Reports in immigration and asylum cases; 13. Reports in employment,
disability discrimination and pension cases; 14. Reports for fitness to practise, conduct and performance
proceedings; 15. Coroners courts and fatal accident inquiries; 16. How to read an expert medical report;
17. Going to court; References; Appendix A: specimen criminal report on Daniel MacNaughtan; Appendix
B: specimen personal injury report on Charles Dickens; Index; Appendix 1: letter of response to request for
a report; Appendix 2: time sheet; Appendix 3: cost estimates; Appendix 4: sample contract for litigantsin-person soliciting reports; Appendix 5: file front sheet; Appendix 6: appointment letter; Appendix 7:
information to accompany appointment letter; Appendix 8: consent form for medicolegal report; Appendix
9: General Data Protection Regulation consent form; Appendix 10: privacy notice; Appendix 11: notes
of history and examination findings for Appendix B; Appendix 12: declaration for an expert report in the
Republic of Ireland; Appendix 13: additional declaration for Experts in England and Wales instructed by the
Prosecution only; Appendix 14: Expert witness self-certificate for Experts in England and Wales instructed
by the Prosecution only; Appendix 15: Report covering letter.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, legal practitioners
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NEUROLOGY

MEDICATION-RESISTANT EPILEPSY
Diagnosis and Treatment

Edited by John M. Stern
Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

Raman Sankar
Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, Los Angeles, CA

and Michael Sperling
Jefferson Hospital for Neurosciences, Philadelphia, PA

September 2020
246 x 189 mm 286pp
80 b/w illus.  35 tables  
978-1-107-13988-6 Hardback
£84.99 / US$110.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Focuses on the clinical care needs
of patients, making it an essential
guide for practicing clinicians
• A broad yet detailed scope
allows for the entire text to be
read, bringing together topics
holistically in an accessible
handbook format
• Treatments covered are cuttingedge, with the latest research
and evidence discussed in detail
meaning clinicians will be able to
make fully informed decisions for
their patients’ care

Fifty million people worldwide have epilepsy and yet up to 35% of patients
experience seizures that are resistant to anti-epileptic drugs. Patients with
medication-resistant epilepsy have increased risks of premature death,
psychosocial dysfunction and a reduced quality of life. This key resource
delivers guidance for all clinicians involved in caring for patients with
medication-resistant epilepsy in order to reduce these risks. Covering the
epidemiology, biology, causes and potential treatments for medicationresistant epilepsy, this definitive and focused text reviews the clinical care
needs of patients. Guidance is practical and includes treatment for specialized
groups including pediatric patients and those with psychiatric comorbidities.
Several promising non-pharmacologic interventions available for patients,
such as surgery, neuromodulation diet therapy and botanical treatment are
explored in detail. Leading international figures from a range of disciplines
bring their expertise together holistically in this essential manual.

CONTENTS
1. The natural history of epilspy; 2. Challenges in identifying medication-resistant epilepsy; 3. International
league against epilepsy’s definition in medication-resistant epilepsy; 4. The economic impact of
medication-resistant epilepsy; 5. Social consequences of medication-resistant epilepsy; 6. Morality and
morbidity of medication-resistant epilepsy; 7. Models for medication-resistant epilepsy; 8. Neurobiology
of medication-resistant epilepsy; 9. Genetic causes of medication-resistant epilepsy; 10. Malformation of
cortical development as causes of medication-resistant epilepsy; 11. Hippocampal sclerosis as a cause of
medication-resistant epilepsy; 12. Autoimmune causes of medication-resistant epilepsy; 13. Medicationresistant epilepsy syndromes in children; 14. Medication-resistant epilepsy in adults; 15. Approach to the
treatment of medication-resistant epilepsy; 16. Pharmacotherapy for medication-resistant epilepsy; 17.
Reproductive health for women with medication-resistant epilepsy; 18. Resective medication-resistant
epilepsy surgery; 19. Ablative surgery for medication-resistant epilepsy; 20.1. Vagus and trigeminal nerve
stimulation treatment of medication-resistant epilepsy; 20.2. Electrical stimulation of the anterior nucleus
of the thalamus for medication-resistant epilepsy; 20.3. Responsive neurostimulation of the brain for
medication-resistant epilepsy; 20.4. Stimulation treatments for medication-resistant epilepsy: transcranial
magnetic stimulation; 21. Diet therapy for medication-resistant epilepsy; 22. Botanical treatments for
medication-resistant epilepsy; 23. Psychiatric comorbidities in medication-resistant epilepsy.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: Medical Specialists/Consultants
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NEUROLOGY

CASE STUDIES IN DEMENTIA
Common and Uncommon Presentations
Volume 2

Edited by Pedro Rosa-Neto
McGill University, Montréal

and Serge Gauthier
McGill University, Montréal

October 2020
246 x 189 mm 288pp
60 colour illus.  14 tables  
978-1-316-63805-7 Paperback
£38.99 / US$49.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• This second volume contains
updated diagnostic criteria and
new biomarker technologies, such
as PET amyloid and tau, to enable
effective clinical practice
• An international authorship
ensures that this collection of
case studies is comprehensive and
globally relevant
• Easy-to-read and clearly written,
these case studies will inform and
assist clinical practice, and ensure
clinical knowledge is up to date

Covering the spectrum of cognitive decline in aging using illustrative cases,
from mild impairment to dementia, this set of case studies offers a wideranging guide for trainees and clinicians. This second volume includes
updated research diagnostic criteria and details of new imaging technology,
including novel biomarkers such as PET amyloid and tau, to inform readers
in clinical practice. Each case includes a clinical history, examination
findings and special investigations, followed by diagnosis and discussion, to
encourage clinical reasoning, integrative thinking, and problem-solving skills.
To reinforce diagnostic skills, the cases include careful analysis of individual
presenting patterns and up-to-date information on diagnostic classification
and tools. The reader will be able to distinguish patients who need
reassurance, closer follow-up or immediate referral to specialized services.
With an international authorship, this book is for trainees and clinicians in
neurology, psychiatry and neuropsychology.

CONTENTS
1. A young missionary with problems for quoting the Bible; 2. Care planning and decision making through
the stages of dementia; 3. What is typical and atypical in dementia?; 4. Elderly man repeating questions
about upcoming appointments; 5. A devoted wife with an atypical finding; 6. A challenging thesis; 7. A
59 year-old dysexecutive clerk; 8. FTD – behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia; 9. A 59 year-old
man with weakness and personality changes; 10. A woman with progressive episodic memory loss and
personality change; 11. A man with progressive memory loss and a strong family history of progressive
dementia; 12. Long day’s journey into night: when the pre-symptomatic phase evolves into manifest
disease; 13. Right temporal variant frontotemporal dementia; 14. I’m having trouble working with my
spreadsheets; 15. Speechless at first sight; 16. De novo artistic talent in a patient with progressive speech
problems; 17. From stuttering to mutism: speech and language deterioration in neurodegenerative disease;
18. Primary progressive aphasia: logopenic progressive aphasia; 19. Alexia without agraphia in a patient
with pathologically identified Pick’s disease; 20. A meaningless world; 21. Obsessive mandala drawing in
semantic dementia; 22. Forced into retirement; 23. Who are these people in my living room?; 24. This case
of Parkinsonism that never had a good response to Levodopa; 25. Common complaints: rare pathology;
26. Tremor, hallucinations and cognitive decline; 27. Acute behavioral changes with cognitive impairment;
28. Vascular cognitive impairment; 29. Rapidly progressive behavioral changes and cognitive symptoms
in a 29-year-old woman; 30. Hashimoto’s encephalopathy as treatable dementia; 31. Hydrocephalus and
CSF-related dementia; 32. Something very wrong happened very fast; 33. Siblings with a fatal cause of
rapidly progressive dementia; 34. Young women with bipolar disorder history.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
Series: Case Studies in Neurology
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NEUROLOGY
October 2020
246 x 189 mm c.224pp
34 b/w illus.  
978-1-108-43113-2
Print/online bundle
£39.99 / US$49.99

COMMON PITFALLS IN COGNITIVE AND
BEHAVIORAL NEUROLOGY
A Case-Based Approach

Keith Josephs

Daniel Weintraub

Mayo Clinic Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center

University of Pennsylvania

Federico Rodriguez-Porcel

Alberto Espay

University of Cincinnati

University of Cincinnati

Rhonna Shatz
University of Cincinnati

Clinical case studies are fundamental in cementing theoretical training,
especially for neurological disorders where diagnosis can be difficult. This
book describes a variety of clinical scenarios associated with either the
misdiagnosis or incorrect management of cognitive and behavioral neurological
syndromes, identifying common pitfalls, which are discussed in detail. Each case
emphasizes the importance of information derived from the patient’s history
and physical examination in forming a correct diagnosis. Focusing on disorders
and presentations that are a frequent source of confusion, key diagnostic
principles are illustrated clearly. Questions to the reader move the narrative
along logically, whilst highlighting specific aspects of clinical presentation that
lead to the correct diagnosis. Videos of patients connect readers to the cases and
demonstrate how to avoid diagnostic pitfalls. An online version of the book can
be accessed on Cambridge Core, via the code printed on the inside of the cover.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Includes access to an HTML
version of the text on Cambridge
Core, with illustrative videos of
examinations that center the
discussion on real patients, and
help readers connect to the
material

CONTENTS
1. Missing the Diagnosis Altogether; 2. Misidentifying the Impaired Cognitive Domain; 3. Missing Important
Clues in the History; 4. Failure of Pattern Recognition; 5. Difficult to Characterize Cognitive/Behavioral
Disorders; 6. Clinical Findings that are Subtle; 7. Misinterpreting Test Results; 8. Attributing Findings to a
Known or Suspected Disorder; 9. Missing Radiographic Clues; 10. Management Misadventures.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: Medical Specialists/Consultants

• Discussing a wide range of
disorders, succinct tables and
figures condense vital information
and make the text more accessible
to readers
• Provides a well-rounded and
comprehensive approach to
cases with contributions from
experts in different fields, ranging
from cognitive neurologists,
psychiatrists, and movement
disorder specialists
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NURSING

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY
AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
Third edition

January 2021
255 x 190 mm c.386pp
978-1-108-79783-2 Paperback
£61.99 / US$69.99

Edited by Diana Guzys

Elizabeth Halcomb

University of Tasmania

University of Wollongong, New South Wales

Rhonda Brown

and Dean Whitehead

Deakin University, Victoria

University of Tasmania

Community and primary health care nursing is a rapidly growing field.
Founded on the social model of health, the primary health care approach
explores how social, environmental, economic and political factors affect the
health of the individual and communities, and the role of nurses and other
health care practitioners in facilitating an equitable and collaborative health
care process. An Introduction to Community and Primary Health Care provides
an engaging introduction to the theory, skills and range of professional roles
in community settings. This edition has been fully revised to include current
research and practice, and includes three new chapters on health informatics,
refugee health nursing and developing a career in primary health care. Written
by an expert team, this highly readable text is an indispensable resource for
any reader undertaking a course in community and primary health care and
developing their career in the community.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Introduces readers to a wide
range of community and primary
health care roles and career and
practice possibilities
• In each chapter, case studies
illustrate the application of
theory within community health
care settings and encourage
students to reflect on their own
practice, and reflective and critical
thinking questions consolidate
understanding of key topics
• The comprehensive companion
website for instructors includes
a suite of questions and links to
useful resources

Chapters 8, 14, 23 are new.

CONTENTS
Part I. Theory: 1. Community and primary health care; 2. Empowering individuals, groups and
communities; 3. Exploring disability from a social model of health perspective; 4. A lifespan and settingsbased approach to mental health promotion; 5. Indigenous health and well-being: wise and responsive
practice in primary health care; 6. Gendered health; 7. Interprofessional practice; 8. Developing a career
in primary health care; Part II. Skills for Practice: 9. Cultural competence and cultural safety; 10.
Community health needs assessment; 11. Health-related program planning and evaluation; 12. Health
informatics; 13. Managing chronic health conditions; 14. Case management; 15. Home visiting, risk
assessment and safety; Part III. Community and Primary Health Care Roles: 16. Community health
nursing; 17. Community mental health nursing; 18. Maternal, child and family health nursing; 19. School
and youth health nursing; 20. Sexual health nursing; 21. Drug and alcohol nursing; 22. Rural health
nursing; 23. Refugee health nursing; 24. Occupational health nursing; 25. Nursing in general practice; 26.
Home-based care; 27. Correctional nursing; 28. Nurse practitioners.

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781108797832
The comprehensive instructor website includes: multiple-choice questions with answer key; short-answer
questions with answers; links to relevant video and audio material with accompanying questions; and links
to relevant web resources

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Courses: Primary Health Care
Departments: Nursing, Public Health, Midwifery
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students
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OBSTETRICS

DIAGNOSTIC AND OPERATIVE
HYSTEROSCOPY
Edited by Mary Connor
Royal Hallamshire Hospital, Sheffield

and Justin Clark
Birmingham Women’s Hospital

August 2020
246 x 189 mm 320pp
181 b/w illus.  
978-1-107-11160-8 Hardback
£64.99 / US$84.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides readers with a clear
presentation of basic anatomy,
and the underlying techniques for
successful hysteroscopy
• Offers a topical and practical
exploration of the role of
hysteroscopy, in the management
of challenging clinical situations,
by international experts
• Supplies up-to-date descriptions
of hysteroscopic surgical
procedures to cover all aspects of
current operative hysteroscopy

This expert guide will help readers learn about the role of hysteroscopy in
the management of a range of common and less common gynaecological
problems. In particular, the book covers the diagnosis and treatment of
endometrial and uterine anatomical abnormalities that are associated with
abnormal uterine bleeding and impairment of reproduction. Contemporary
hysteroscopic techniques are described allowing the reader to understand how
to perform both inpatient and outpatient procedures. Based on the annual
RCOG/BSGE Diagnostic and Operative Hysteroscopy training course, this
comprehensive guide covers fundamental topics such as equipment, energy
modalities and operative set up. The book also explores innovative ambulatory
surgery and hysteroscopic interventions in an operating theatre environment.
Written by international experts in hysteroscopy and including sections on
training in, and monitoring of clinical practice, this guide proves an ideal
companion for health care professionals looking to provide best clinical
practice and optimal patient experience.

CONTENTS
1. An introduction to hysteroscopy; 2. Anatomy and physiology of the uterus; 3. Infrastructure and
instrumentation; 4. Diagnostic hysteroscopy: accuracy and interpretation of findings; 5. Hysteroscopy
techniques and treatment settings; 6. Analgesia and anaesthesia for hysteroscopy; 7. Indications for
hysteroscopy; 8. Hysteroscopic electrosurgery; 9. Complications of hysteroscopic surgery; 10. Hysteroscopic
endometrial polypectomy; 11. Endometrial ablation; 12. Hysteroscopic management of fibroids; 13.
Hysteroscopic sterilisation; 14. Management of congenital uterine and vaginal anomalies; 15. Hysteroscopic
management of uterine adhesions; 16. Unusual hysteroscopic situations: caesarean niche and retained
placental tissue; 17. Audit, data collection and clinical governance in hysteroscopy; 18. Training in
hysteroscopic skills; 19. Research and new developments in hysteroscopy; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

• Considers training issues, as
well as research and future
developments for suggestions in
monitoring and optimizing clinical
practice
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OBSTETRICS

MODERN MANAGEMENT OF UTERINE
FIBROIDS
Edited by Mostafa Metwally
University of Sheffield

and Tin-Chiu Li
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

November 2020
246 x 189 mm c.320pp
103 b/w illus.  
978-1-108-42017-4 Hardback
£69.99 / US$89.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Offers detailed practical advice
for surgical theatre equipment
and techniques, for both new and
established practitioners in the
field
• Coverage of both surgical
techniques and less invasive
treatments ensures a wellrounded overview of the
management of uterine fibroids
• The practical guide includes an
up-to-date review of the debate
around morcellation use

Uterine fibroids are very common in women of reproductive age and are
mostly benign. However, they are often a cause of abnormal bleeding and,
in severe cases, can cause infertility. This comprehensive guide reviews the
clinical management of uterine fibroids, with a particular focus on practical
surgical techniques. Engage with topics such as the anatomy of the pelvis,
key theatre equipment and surgical treatments including hysteroscopic and
laparoscopic techniques. Features also include debates around morcellation,
and less invasive treatments such as uterine artery embolisation are also
covered. An online video library of surgical procedures reinforces the practical
techniques taught in the book and detailed colour images supplement
the book’s thorough coverage of fibroid management. This makes Modern
Management of Uterine Fibroids an essential resource for practicing
gynaecologists and IVF specialists, as well as students.

CONTENTS
Foreword; 1. Pathophysiology of uterine fibroids; 2. Evaluation of uterine fibroids using two-dimensional
and three-dimensional ultrasonography; 3. Ulipristal and other medical treatments for the management
of uterine fibroids; 4. The role of MRI imaging in the management of fibroids; 5. Fibroids and fertility;
6. Fibroids and reproduction; 7. Open myomectomy; 8. Instrumentation for laparoscopic and robotic
myomectomy; 9. Principles and techniques of laparoscopic myomectomy; 10. Uterine fibroids: the
morcellation debate; 11. Total laparoscopic hysterectomy for fibroid uterus; 12. Hysteroscopic resection
of submucosal fibroids; 13. Intramural myoma and fertility; 14. Outpatient myomectomy; 15. Vaginal
hysterectomy with fibroids; 16. Leiomyosarcoma: implications for the treatment of fibroids; 17. MRI-guided
ultrasound lysis of fibroids; 18. Uterine fibroid embolization for the management of uterine fibroids; 19.
Uterine fibroids in postmenopausal women; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants

• Detailed online video supplements
reinforce the practical techniques
explained in the book and aid in
teaching the methods used
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OBSTETRICS

FERTILITY PRESERVATION
Principles and Practice
Second edition

Edited by Jacques Donnez
Catholic University of Louvain, Brussels

and S. Samuel Kim
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University of Kansas School of Medicine

October 2020
246 x 189 mm c.544pp
978-1-108-49459-5 Hardback
£110.00 / US$140.00

This new edition provides a much-needed reference book to accommodate
emerging and expanding knowledge in fertility preservation, the rapidly
growing field of reproductive medicine associated with advances in oncology.
Written by a team of world-leading experts in the field and comprehensive in
its scope, the book covers the full range of techniques and scientific concepts
in detail. It opens with an introduction to fertility preservation in both cancer
and non-cancer patients, followed by fertility preservation strategies in males
and females, including medical/surgical procedures, ART, cryopreservation
and transplantation of ovarian tissue, and in-vitro follicle culture. Concluding
chapters address new technologies, as well as ethical, legal and religious issues.
The book has been thoroughly updated, includes additional contributors, and
now provides greater focus on practical and clinically relevant issues. Richly
illustrated throughout, this is a key resource for clinicians specializing in
reproductive medicine, gynecology, oncology, hematology, endocrinology and
infertility.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Edited by internationally
renowned specialists in
gynecology, reproductive
endocrinology and infertility
• Covers the full range of
techniques for both male and
female patients, providing a
comprehensive reference to
established strategies and new
advances in the field
• Concluding chapters offer
discussions of psychological,
ethical, legal and reproductive
issues, providing support and
advice to the practicing clinician

www.cambridge.org/rights
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Section 1 Introduction: 1. The evolution of the assisted reproduction technologies; 2. The effect of
chemotherapy on the human reproductive system; 3. The effect of radiotherapy on the human reproductive
system; 4. The need for fertility preservation in cancer patients; Section 2 Reproductive biology and
cryobiology: 5. Life and death in the germ line: apoptosis and the origins of DNA damage in human
spermatozooa; 6. Principles of vitrification as a method of cryopreservation in reproductive biology and
medicine; Section 3 Fertility preservation in cancer and non-cancer patients: 7. Fertility preservation in
non-cancer patients; 8. Fertility preservation in women with ovarian endometrioma: from surgery to oocyte
and ovarian tissue freezing; 9. Pediatric cancer therapy and fertility; 10. Breast cancer therapy and fertility;
11. Fertility preservation in young adults with gastrointestinal and hematological malignancies; Section
4 Fertility preservation strategies in the male: 12. Transplantation of cryopreserved spermatogonia; 13.
Cryopreservation and grafting of immature testicular tissue; 14. Use of cryopreserved sperm and ART after
chemotherapy or radiotherapy; Section 5 Fertility preservation strategies in the female: medical/surgical: 15.
Use of GnRH analogs for prevention of chemotherapy-induced gonadotoxicity; 16. Ovarian transposition
before radiotherapy Yaron Gill and Togas Tulandi; 17. Fertility-saving surgery for gynaecological cancers;
18. Results of conservative management of ovarian malignant tumours; Section 6 Fertility preservation
strategies in the female: ART: 19. Embryo cryopreservation as a fertility preservation strategy; 20. Vitrification
of human oocytes as a fertility preservation strategy; 21. Autotransplantation of cryopreserved ovarian tissue:
techniques and results; 22. ART and oocyte donation in cancer survivors; Section 7 Ovarian cryopreservation
and transplantation: 23. Ovarian cryopreservation and transplantation: overview; 24. Cryopreservation
of ovarian tissue by vitrification: techniques and results; 25. Ovarian tissue cryopreservation; 26. Risk of
transplanting malignant cells in cryopreserved ovarian tissue; 27. Whole ovary freezing and transplantation;
Section 8 In-vitro follicle culture: 28. Molecular and cellular integrity of cultured follicles; 29. In-vitro growth
of human oocytes; 30. Contributions of ovarian stromal cells to follicle culture; 31. In-vitro maturation of
germinal vesicle oocytes; 32. Survival of primordial follicles: tips and tricks; Section 9 New research and
technologies: 33. The artificial ovary; 34. Uterus transplantation: research and clinical possibilities; 35.
Ovarian allotransplantation; 36. Allotransplantation of human ovarian tissue; 37. Predicting ovarian futures:
the contribution of genetics; Section 10 Ethical, legal and religious issues: 38. Fertility preservation: ethical
considerations; 39. Legal issues of fertility preservation; 40. Christian ethics in fertility preservation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Level: medical specialists/consultants
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OBSTETRICS
January 2021
276 x 219 mm c.128pp
978-1-108-81021-0 Paperback
c. £39.99 / c. US$52.99

ULTRASOUND IN ASSISTED
REPRODUCTION AND EARLY
PREGNANCY
A Practical Guide

Jane S. Fonda

Rachael J. Rodgers

and William L. Ledger

University of Sydney

Royal Hospital for
Women, Sydney

University of New South
Wales, Sydney

Ultrasonography is a crucial tool in successful assisted reproduction but
requires a steady hand and can often be difficult for unconfident clinicians.
A comprehensive ultrasound imaging reference, this is an essential guide
for trainee clinicians, ultrasonographers, and nurses working in the field
of assisted reproductive technology. Providing the reader with an overview
of the process and a foundation to direct their ultrasound assessment of
each patient, it contains highly practical tips and tricks for obtaining the
best images. Heavily illustrated with example images, the role of ultrasound
in fertility treatment is explained, as well as how to identify the uterus and
ovaries, measure the endometrium, count follicles and recognize pathology.
The role of ultrasound in assisted reproduction is covered, including
transvaginal oocyte collection, embryo transfer, early pregnancy, miscarriage
and ectopic pregnancy. This is an indispensable reference for clinicians new to
ultrasound in assisted reproduction.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Over 350 high-quality images
illustrate the techniques explained
in the book, and act as examples
for the conditions and results
described

CONTENTS
1. Introduction; 2. Physics and Instrumentation; 3. Gynaecology Ultrasound; 4. Uterine Pathology and
Anomalies; 5. Endometriosis and Adenomyosis; 6. Ovarian Anomalies and Pathology; 7. Hydrosalpinx; 8.
Ultrasound Guided Procedures; 9. First Trimester Pregnancy; 10. Ergonomics.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants

• Covers the basics, including the
role of ultrasound in fertility
treatments and the anatomy of
the female reproductive system,
giving readers the context behind
the technology and techniques
used
• Highly practical, the book
contains tips from experts in
ultrasonography in how to assess
patients and common pitfalls
to look out for in ultrasound for
assisted reproduction
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PATHOLOGY
December 2020
246 x 189 mm 250pp
244 colour illus.  105 tables  
978-1-107-04013-7
Book with Online content
£99.99 / US$130.00

DIAGNOSTIC BONE MARROW
HAEMATOPATHOLOGY
Jon van der Walt
St Thomas’ Hospital, London

Attilio Orazi
Weill Cornell Medical College, New York

and Daniel A. Arber
University of Chicago

Written by global experts, this indispensable guide includes over 200
illustrations and essential information in clear tabular formatting, giving
hematopathologists rapid access to diagnostic criteria at the microscope.
General principles of bone marrow biopsy and aspirate processing are covered,
together with the normal and reactive bone marrow, infective, infiltrative
and neoplastic diseases. Chapters also guide readers through the use of
immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry and molecular diagnosis, whilst
extensive referencing provides further reading in specialist and rare topics.
Whether working as a generalist, specialist, trainee or resident, this in an
essential bench guide for hematopathologists at all levels of experience.
The print book comes with access to the text and expandable figures online at
Cambridge Core, which can be accessed via the code printed on the inside of
the cover.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides extensive and vibrant
illustrations provided to aid the
diagnostic process
• Presents critical information using
tables and bullet points for ease
of reading in busy clinical settings
• Includes access to an HTML
version of the text on Cambridge
Core, alongside expandable
figures and resources, via a
scratch-off code inside the cover
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CONTENTS
Preface; 1. The Bone Marrow Biopsy; 2. The Normal Bone Marrow; 3. Necrosis, Stromal Changes and
Artefacts; 4. Aplasia; 5. Hyperplasia; 6. Infective, Granulomatous and Benign Histiocytic Disorders; 7.
Malignant Disorders of the Histiocytic/Dendritic Lineage; 8. Myelodysplastic Syndromes; 9. Acute Myeloid
Leukaemia; 10. Myeloproliferative Neoplasms; 11. Myelodysplastic/Myeloproliferative Neoplasms; 12.
Systemic Mastocytosis; 13. Myeloid and Lymphoid Neoplasms Associated with Eosinophilia; 14. Precursor
Lymphoid Neoplasms; 15. Mature Lymphoid Neoplasms; 16. Plasma Cell Neoplasia; 17. Metastatic
Lesions; 18. Bone Marrow Changes Following Therapy and Immunosuppression; 19. Immunohistochemistry
and Flow Cytometry in Bone Marrow Hematopathology; 20. Molecular Diagnostics in Bone Marrow
Hematopathology; Index

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: Specialist Medical Trainees, medical specialists/consultants
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PATHOLOGY

GERIATRIC FORENSIC MEDICINE AND
PATHOLOGY
Edited by Kim A. Collins
LifePoint Inc, South Carolina

and Roger W. Byard
University of Adelaide

September 2020
276 x 219 mm 802pp
978-1-107-17777-2
Print/online bundle
£160.00 / US$210.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• A unique reference text solely
dedicated to the pathology and
autopsy of elderly patients
• Each chapter of the book is a
stand-alone resource, helping
readers to find pertinent
information easily
• Covers a very broad range of
specific geriatric diseases and
conditions, many of which have
not been synthesized before with
a forensic focus
• Includes access to an HTML
version of the text on Cambridge
Core
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Forensic pathologists and clinicians are increasingly faced with challenges
when it comes to geriatric cases, due to an aging population and increased
comorbidities in the elderly. This text provides an up-to-date guide to all facets
of geriatric forensic pathology, with contributions from experts from a variety
of disciplines. Packed with color illustrations and case examples, chapters
cover inflicted, self-inflicted, and accidental trauma, as well as natural
conditions leading to unexpected death. In addition, specific chapters cover
a wide range of difficult and topical areas, from elder abuse, dementias, and
nutrition to pharmacology and toxicology issues, long-term care facilities, and
scene investigation. Topics such as euthanasia are also explored to provide
the reader with a rich, contemporary understanding of medicolegal issues.
This is an invaluable resource not only for pathologists, but also for medical
practitioners and lawyers dealing with geriatric cases. The book comes
packaged with online access to the text and high-resolution images.
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